JoVE Research, a library of
videos showcasing scientific
research across multiple
disciplines, is the leading
solution for advancing
scientific research and
increasing lab productivity.
With video demonstrations
of cutting-edge experiments,
essential techniques and
gold standard protocols,
JoVE Research helps
institutions worldwide
achieve their research goals.

JoVE Is Committed to
Supporting Researchers
Customized playlists for
research and training

JoVE’s dedicated Customer
Success team can create JoVE
video playlists tailored to any
research or training program.

Rigorous content
review process

All JoVE content is reviewed by
editors and scientific experts,
and JoVE Journal is peerreviewed, to ensure that the
content is scientifically accurate
and of the highest quality.

Request Your Free Trial
Today at www.jove.com/
research-india

10,000+
Research videos

1,200+

New video articles per year

Boost reproducibility and productivity

Video enables outstanding experimental transparency and enables
researchers to minutely explore protocols in ways that are difficult
using only text-based instructions.

Save time, money and resources

JoVE videos save time and money on travel and resources often needed
to reproduce a complex experiment and require no expert training.

Enable faster onboarding and training of new lab members

JoVE videos help to reduce the time needed for the training from months
to weeks. Having access to JoVE preserves knowledge in the lab and
enables lab members to successfully replicate projects from years past.

Access higher-level experiments and be better equipped
to secure grant funding

JoVE users report that they are better able to learn new techniques
outside their area of expertise from JoVE video articles, as compared
to traditional text-only articles. JoVE has not only helped many
scientists boost their productivity and gain visibility but also stand out
in a pool of applicants and successfully secure research grants.

JoVE Research Content
JoVE Journal [Indexed in PubMed, Web of Science, SciFinder, Scopus and SCI Expanded]
JoVE Journal is the world’s first peer-reviewed scientific video journal. Scientific
research is published in video form alongside text protocols, bringing to life the
intricate details of experimental methods. JoVE Journal publishes research
across 13 disciplines:
Behavior
Chemistry
Genetics
Biochemistry
Developmental
Immunology
Biology
& Infection
Bioengineering
Engineering
Medicine
Biology
Environment
Neuroscience
Cancer Research
JoVE Encyclopedia of Experiments

These first-of their-kind online video encyclopedias of advanced research
experiments combine animations visualizing theory and videos demonstrating
techniques in real university laboratories.
Biology covers methods relevant to
Cancer Research offers methods
model organisms.
relevant to various cancer types.

JoVE is the leading producer and publisher of video resources
with the mission to increase the productivity of research and
education in science, medicine and engineering.
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